
Conclusions - ERCC1 gene Non C/C genotype  in SCC was associated with higher protein expression, but it was not significant in terms of RFS and OS

- There was not correlation between 118 ERCC1 polymorphism and clinical- pathological variables
- In SCC patients treated with radiation and platinum based chemotherapy, ERCC1 IHC stain could be consider a potential  biomarker but more data is needed
- Possible caveats in our trial: Low number of patients, no control to multiple variables that could influence in RFS/OS, limited technology to determine ERCC1 
polymorphisms and the active ERCC1 isoform (202)
- Future basic information inside SCC tumors  biology and clinician-surgeons observations should be consider to detect predictive factors to our standard of treatment
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Background: Squamous Cervical Carcinoma  (SCC) represents one of the most frequent cause 
of cancer death in Latin-America (1). In locally advanced SCC the standard treatment is concurrent 
radiation therapy and cisplatinum based chemotherapy.[2-5]. Several genetic factors could 
contribute to platinum resistance. Excision repair cross-complementation group 1 (ERCC1) 
expression and some polymorphisms of the gene could predict treatment efficacy in patients with 
different types of tumors receiving platinum-based treatments[6,7,8,9]. Mammalian ERCC1 gene 
belongs to DNA repairs family genes.  The ERCC 1 polypeptide is required for nucleoside excision 
repair (NER) of damaged DNA. NER mechanism involves dual incisions on both sides of the damaged 
catalized by two nucleases. The process is complete with synthesis and DNA ligation.
ERCC 1 protein expression evaluated by immunohistochemistry (IHC) in non small cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC) was not validated as a prognostic factor in the second analysis of the IALT trial in adjuvant 
therapy [10-11]. Data from a clinical trial in 39 patients with SCC showed short RFS in the subgroup 
with ERCC 1 overexpression and high levels of the protein [12]. ERCC 1 expression by IHC is 
controversial and still not validated [13]. ERCC 1 codon 188  polymorphism, AAC is changed by AAT 
(both codified to asparagine), should have low protein expression and less resistance to platinum 
[14]. Population is divided in 3 subtypes related to polymorphism and protein expression: T/T 
homocigote (Ercc1 protein low expression), C/T heterocigote (intermediate protein expression) and 
C/C homocigote (high expresion) [15]. 
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Results

Objectives
ERCC1 protein expression and some gene polymorphisms could predict treatment outcome in several tumors that are platinum sensitive. 
- The objective of the trial is to correlate ERCC1 protein expression and polymorphism in SCC patients treated with radiation therapy and platinum based chemotherapy in terms of: Recurrence free survival (RFS) and Overall survival (OS) 

Clinical- pathological characteristics and demographics
N 66 pts    Median follow up 30 months (11-48)

RFS

OS


